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An ideal gift for children who love animals, this picture book is a celebration of Poem in your
Pocket Day and a charmingly illustrated collection of playful poems about 19 different
creatures.Fascinating information about the animals (yes, sea otters have pockets!) tucked into
short, lively poems and bright, bold artwork make this collection perfect for National Poetry
Month—or any day of the year.In honor of Poem in Your Pocket Day, a child imagines the poems
animals might carry in their pockets, if they had pockets. What would a hummingbird write? A
fox? A sea otter? These poems capture the essences of animals furry, feathery and finny,
exploring what makes each unique. Ruby-Throated Hummingbird sings with its wings, Red Fox's
poem is a fiery tail flashing in the dark, and Sea Otter’s poem is its secret pocket. Which poem
will capture the heart of the child narrator? A poem about loving animals, of course!
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In 2002, Poem in Your Pocket Day was introduced in New York Cityby the Office of the Mayor
and the city’s Department of Cultural Affairsand Education. In 2008, The Academy of American
Poetsbrought the holiday to the entire United States,and in 2016, the League of Canadian Poets
furtherexpanded it to Canada. Both countries celebrateNational Poetry Month in April.Poem in
Your Pocket Day invites everyone to carry and share poemsand is celebrated on a different April
day each year.But of course, we may choose to carry poems and celebratePoem in Your Pocket
Day on any day or every day.How magical it would be if animals carried poems too . . .
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Jane Healy, “Fresh, Fun, and Full of Wonder. What a fun way to celebrate Poem in Your Pocket
Day, which this year is April 28! In this cheery book, poet Amy Ludwig VanDerwater teams up
with illustrator Emma J. Virjan to imagine the poems that a variety of animals would write. The
book begins with a poem by "me," a child who wonders about nature "If this bird had pockets...,"
which sets in motion a series of mask poems written in several forms "by" an ant, dolphin,
alligator, butterfly, and other animals. It closes with a final poem by "me," in which the child
acknowledges her animal self and ponders "Each creature/lives a poem/without ever/writing a
line." This book is fresh as spring, full of relatable animal facts, fun, and wonder.I am thankful to
have won this book from the author's twitter drawing.”

SnarkBythePage, “Adorable!. This book would make a wonderful addition to your classroom
writing or science center. Each page contains a poem "written" by a different animal. The poems
are charming, but also are chock full of information about the animals themselves. The cadence
and rhythm of the poems are charming, and they would make wonderful read-aloud poems as
well. The illustrations were simple but appealing and colorful. I could easily see this being a
small group activity for the classroom, with the groups able to present facts about the animals. I
could also see it used to present a poem unit, as a jumping-off point for students to write their
own animal poems.”

happy, “Fun and Captivating!. We love these quick little poems giving us facts about animals! My
students didn’t want me to stop sharing them! The poems are engaging and the illustrations are
vibrant! My 1st-4th graders are now researching their favorite animals so we can write our own
pocket poems. Perfect for poetry month (and all months)- we especially like that Amy uses a
variety of ways to write poetry- there’s not just one way and my students appreciate that!”

Darlene Daley, “A Perfect Poetry Addition for Any Library. Amy taps into every child’s innate
sense of wonder in her new book If This Bird Had Pockets: A Poem in Your Pocket Day
Celebration. While this picture book is written to celebrate Poem in Your Pocket Day, it can also
be used to introduce children to poetry; evoke their curiosity with all the embedded animal facts;
and transport readers of all ages on a magical and imaginative journey into the animal kingdom.
Each poem written from the point of view of a different animal will delight your senses with its
playful nature and lyrical prose. Her poems call all children to wonder, explore, imagine, and
write. It is the perfect addition to any classroom or home library!”

Linda, “Absolutely charming in every way. I am taking this book to my school library tomorrow!. Is
another fantastic poetry collection from the dynamo team of Amy Ludwig Vanderwater and
Wordsong. Fabulous poems from perspective kids can understand and appreciate--especially
on Poem in Your Pocket Day which until now hasn't had a poetry collection dedicated to the



celebration. Love this book!”

Deb, “Playful and Fun Poems for Poetry and Animal Lovers Alike. Amy VanDerwater's book, If
This Bird Had Pockets, is a delightful book of poetry told from the point of view of a variety of
animals. She opens and closes the book with a poem from an animal loving child. This book is
full of animal facts and has a variety of poetic techniques very accessible for children. Most of
all, the book is playful and fun. The illustrations and the witty words of animals make this book
captivating to both child and adult alike. Great addition to any elementary classroom. I bought
this book for my 4-year-old grandchild and we are loving reading about the animals.”

Kate McCarroll Moore, “A Joyful Celebration of Life!. The perfect book for celebrating National
Poetry Month, the perfect book for celebrating Poem in Your Pocket Day, the perfect book for
celebrating every day! Amy Ludwig VanDerwater has done it again – written a book sure to
delight children, parents, and teachers. She captures the joy and intricacies of nature through
the eyes of a keen observer. The vibrant illustrations perfectly complement each poem and bring
to life each special animal, ending with the animal child whose imagination sets the poetry in
motion. You need this collection on your shelf!”

KC, “Great book for all writers, animal lovers, information collectors, poetry stans. As a parent
and a teacher, I value this book. The writing craft and engaging illustrations combined with the
fascinating animal information tucked throughout work together to make this both an entertaining
book of poetry with a bonus collection of animal facts. There is so much to appreciate here for
readers and writers of all ages. I can't get the alligator's shadiness toward crocodiles out of my
mind!  SO much to love!!!”

The book by Amy Ludwig VanDerwater has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 15 people have provided
feedback.
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